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A few people ask things like... So what, Satanism is about light now? Isn't it the
Emo, Ghoulish thing that the jews have dictated for centuries no more? Am I no
longer allowed to drink cups of blood, and hail "jehova", while somehow claiming I
am a "Satanist"? To just pin my racially jewish tribal paranoia, in Satan's back?

Can I no longer partake into this useful meme, that was generated by jews, to trap
the radical and mistrusted followers of their own, christian, jewish created program?
And to drive the sheep back to the stable by careful calculation?

Is "muh" jewish drama, and "muh" tendency to atrocity, not pinned in the back of the
scapegoat  of  Satan  anymore?  Is  the  day  where  all  the  jewish  crimes  were
magically  pinned on  Satan,  just  over,  same as  all  the  world's  perils?  Has  that
frontier of always blaming Satan, been lost? 

"Now who is going to get the blame! The jew is blameless! The God of the Goyim
has to get all the blame, even for what we, the blameless JEWS have done! If he
doesn't come quickly, oy vey!!! We will collapse under the weight of our own crimes,
guilt,  and  fortune!  We will  be  named straight  and  up:  "Jesus,  Jehova,  and his
accursed jewish Race", will the goyim shout!!"

Now, how can a rabbi based on stolen Pagan identity, claim to be good, while it's
just a murderer? How can the aggressor survive without its scapegoat? And if the
false polarization doesn't exist anymore. And has been proven counterfeit… How
will the lie continue?

Did Satan have an opportunity to actually speak, and plead not guilty for what the
followers of the tribal god Jehova, and an imaginary Rabbi named "Jesus", plus
their junkie reverse-followers have committed? In the acts of the greater spirit of
'destroying god' as instructed in the protocols of Zion? Destroying the "Ha-Satan",
the "Adversary" of the jewish people.

Has Azazel stopped being the jewish scapegoat for all things jewish, perverted and
murderous,  such as he is  cursed and condemned by jews to be in  their  racial
celebration of the Yom Kippur? Have finally the Pre-Christian, Pagan, Gods, had
their  name  cleaned  of  this  heap  of  excrement,  at  least  to  a  decent  extent?

Are the days where bowing to jews and becoming their slave in an anti-christian
context,  that  pushes christianity  from the backdoor,  over? Is the "Satanist"  now
against all these ordained rules that were hijacked into "Satanism" by the jews?

Are  "Satanists"  no  longer  jews?  Did  jews for  ONCE more,  be  blotted  out  and
revealed once again for following their own Racial excrement, under yet another
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pretext to shield them. Like always. And try to mask the  OBVIOUS? Which they
have covered up by the false pretence of "Satanism"?

Do we finally see Judaism in plain sight...Which it was all along? Because all I see
is jewish letters, jewish mysticism, jewish kabal, the best friends of the church, the
supporters of its backbone, in the expense of Satan's name. A name stolen from
Sanskrit  and  the  Far  East.  To  be  perverted  and  blamed  for  all  the  world's
perils...Out of nowhere.

"A Satanist".  And  all  one  does,  is  what?  Defame  Satan.  Fill  the  ranks  of  his
enemies. And make sure their supposed 'enemy' always has plenty of ignoramus,
fools and idiots hoarding into their ranks. By them playing the bad boogieman. That
they  are  supposed  to  play,  ordained  by  whom  again?  The  (((Root  of  it  all))).

Has Satanism finally recovered from the thing the jews made it to be? In order to
cover a deeper Truth about Satanism?

The answer to all of the above, is yes. 

This time has come, and it has passed us. Because well, the jews will always be
discovered  and  must  always  be  put  at  their  place.  How  long  can  "Satan"  be
hidden?

The time where jews had full dictation on the cultural norms of Gentiles is over-with.

So what now? Is Satanism about light? Or darkness? Can I be Mister Emo, or can I
be miss Rainbow? 

Light or Darkness? Which "ONE".

Because as we all know, the vain division only again, came with jews. In the bible.
The light jew is the good jew, the Rabbi Christ. And then we have the dark jew, the
anti-christian, or you name it. The other Rabbi. So the real question is, why give in
to false, and irrelevant conceptions?

The answer is fairly simple. 

To look into the eternal and omnipotent darkness that envelopes existence. And is
all-powerful. We need a light. Unless we have a light, unless we can comprehend
what we see. And 'enlighten it'. We will never understand, contemplate, and absorb
the darkness in reality. We will remain oblivious.

Therefore, all these jewish ghouls do not speak about any real 'darkness', let alone
with any respect.  They are speaking of  complete deprivation of  knowledge and
respect  of  darkness.  They  are  speaking  about  lack  of  light,  lack  of  power.  

To  lack  light  is  to  lack  darkness...And to  have light  is  to  have the  power  over
darkness.  And  to  learn  to  respect  it.  Otherwise  one  is  just  mortally  blind  and



oblivious.  No  matter  what  one  says,  one  cannot  understand  the  ever-powerful
darkness, without light. And essentially it’s through light that one grows power in the
darkness.

"Light is Power", Lilith.

"Darkness is Light Turned inside out" – Beelzebub

Satan is the Darkness, because Satan is all-encompassing, all powerful Light. He is
Lucifer, the Lord of Darkness.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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